Key Insights and Opportunities
for Partners
Learn where your peers are focused and
how you can prioritize your next steps

Increasingly complex customer journeys require
partner investment in multiple focus areas

MULTI-CLOUD
By 2021, over 90% of enterprises
worldwide will rely on a mix of
on-premises/dedicated private
clouds, several public clouds, and
legacy platforms to meet their
infrastructure needs.1
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By 2022, the acceleration
of legacy application
modernization and
net-new development will
lead to 20% of production
apps being cloud native —
utilizing microservices,
containers, and dynamic
orchestration.3
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APP ACCELERATION &
OPTIMIZATION
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DEVELOPER PARTNERSHIP
72% of global developers today are
either considering, in process of
implementing, or piloting containers
at their organization.2

LEGACY

TODAY
Leading partners are mastering cloud
services and practices while capitalizing
on app modernization opportunities.

INFRASTRUCTURE
45% of partners cite customers’ top
challenges when migrating to cloud are
around internal skills gaps.4
CIOs rank #1 most effective solution to
chronic talent shortage as developing
strong outsourcing relationships 5

But, partners can't help enterprises
meet their needs because less than half
(45%) of customers have a fully
optimized cloud business 4

While most partners are investing in
multi-cloud, is your organization grabbing
the right footholds?
Most important steps to establishing multi-cloud practices,
according to highly profitable cloud partners6

Developing specific offering packages around a vendor technology

Hiring new / experienced technical talent

Investment in specific training and education

Establishing a separate sales
and business unit

Attending vendor events
and training sessions to
learn about technology

APPLICATIONS

Leverage cloud and app migration
services successes to fund and
build expertise in cloud native

START HERE

LIFT AND SHIFT

CLOUD NATIVE

Prioritize these app modernization routes for clear wins:
Lift and shift
49% of highly profitable
partners’ applications
practices focus on
migrating legacy apps 6

Take advantage today: Remember one-time
app migrations are not a recurring, strategic
engagement.
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RIGHT APPROACH
FOR EACH APP

Cloud native
Partners cite cloud native
customer needs are nearly
as common as rewriting
and replatforming today 6

Capitalize on customers’ increasing
investment: 74% of IT executives plan to
invest significantly in their application
portfolio over the next three years.8

Right approach for each app
81% of IT executives cite
that matching the best
platform to each
application is a major
challenge 7

Use the revenue from lift & shift to fund
development in cloud-native expertise:
A diverse, innovative application practice
enables partners to be an objective authority
for solving their customers’ app challenges.

Top partner actions when establishing an
app modernization practice6
1. Hire new/experienced technical talent
2. Customize compensation/incentive plans for sales and technical staff
3. Develop specific offering packages around a vendor technology
4. Secure additional funding specifically to grow the practice
5. Invest in specific training and education
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